“Most of my friends are dead.”
says Daphne Scholinski, treated on locked wards from 14-18 with Gender Identity Disorder. “Most people die after they get out. The recovery from the system is what gets people in the end. Life expectancy of my friends is pretty low. “

Picket the American Psychiatric Association with us!
Help stop the pathologizing of genderqueer kids and transpeople.

Tell the APA to Get Their Diagnosis OFF Our Kids and OFF Our Bodies!!!

When
Friday, Nov 8 at 8:30 am

Where
1400 K St. SW in Wash DC

Sponsored by: Transexual Menace, NGLTF, IGLHRC, Hermaphrodites With Attitude, and Bi-Net USA.
How to Get to the APA demo from here...

1a. First take a Valium honey.

1b. Take the Hotel Shuttle to the Pentagon or Pentagon City Metro stations. Shuttle runs from 6am-11pm daily. (@12 min)

2. Take the Metro’s Blue Line towards Addison Rd

3. Exit 5 - 6 stops - depending on where you started - at McPherson Sq station (@15 min)

4. Once on 14th St walk gayly forward 1 block north to K St. and thence west to the demo where you should see a large group of active, in-your-face queers. (Total time @ 30 min)